The University of Tasmania proposed new library.
Schedule of accommodation - 1st floor plan.
Open access 215 readers, 130,500 volumes.
Scale: 8" to 1 ".

The University of Tasmania proposed new library.
Schedule of accommodation - 2nd floor plan.
Open access 96 readers, 70,200 volumes.
Architects: John F.D. Scarborough - February 1958.
Scale: 8" to 1 ".

Ground floor plan with revisions dated 25.3.1967.
Signed M. West.

Library not identified.
Small sketch - single floor.

Plan of buildings dated 5.3.1968.

(Initial sketch plans). Sketch plans: Stage 2.
Ground and first floor plans.
Drawing no. H116/215. Scale: 1/8" = 1'.

Includes ground floor plan with furniture layout - law library.
Chief architect: S.T. Tomlinson. Drawing no. 3X. No contract no.
Notes: Library capacity: Book shelves 3' wide, double sided units - ground floor (82 crossed out) 110; first floor 74; total 156 (should be 184). Est. capacity 30,000 volumes. Seats @ carrels & tables - ground floor 98; first floor 82; total 180.

Includes first floor plan with furniture layout - law library.
Public Works Dept., Hobart in association with architects: Bush, Parkes, Shugg & Moon, Hobart and
Devonport.
Chief architect: S.T. Tomlinson. Drawing no. 4X. No contract no.

LIBRARY PLAN  UT 452/9
Library not identified. Transparent paper plan.
Ground and 1st floors.

BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY  1980+  UT 452/10
Approaches to library generated by Faculty locations. Dated September 1970.
Entrance orientation survey.
Architects: Johnston, Crawford & De Bavay, 130 Collins St., Hobart.
Drawn: P.E.C. Drawing no. 7063/A3. Scale: 1\" = 40\".
(Map torn).

BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY  UT 452/11
Revised sketch plans for A. Dated December 1970.
Basement, ground and 1st floor.
Architects: Johnston, Crawford & De Bavay, 130 Collins st., Hobart
Drawn: P.E.C. Drawing no. 7063/C. Scale: 1/8" = 1\".

BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY  UT 452/12
Sketch plans for A. Dated October 1970.
Ground and 1st floors.
Architects: Johnston, Crawford & De Bavay. Drawn: P.E.C.
Drawing no. 7063/B. Scale 1/8" = 1\".

BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY  UT 452/13
Sketch plan for A. (1st draft?). Dated September 1970.
Ground floor.
Architects: Johnston, Crawford & De Bavay. Drawn: P.E.C.
Drawing no. 7063/A. Scale: 1/8" = 1\".

BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY  UT 452/14
Ground floor/Alternative B.
Architects: Johnston, Crawford & De Bavay. Drawn: P.C.
Drawing no. 7063/A2. Scale: 1/8" = 1\".

BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY  UT 452/15
Details of gutter, ground floor windows & doors, corner window, construction joint, precast panels.
Dept. of Public Works, Tasmania in association with architects: Johnston, Crawford & De Bavay.
Contract no. BH 3417. Drawing no. 7063/5. Scale: 1/2", 11/2" & 3" to 1\".

BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY  UT 452/16
Lower ground floor, ground floor & first floors.
Details of brick on edge sill, door frames, sub-board & P.M.G. cupboards, string & tread, handrail,
details of nosing at D.
Dept. of Public Works, Tasmania in association with architects: Johnston, Crawford & De Bavay.
Contract no. BH 3417. Drawing no. 7063/6. Scale: 1/2", 11/2" & 3" to 1\".

BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY  UT 452/17
Sections: A.A; B.B; C.C.
Details of nosing @ E & handrail @ F.
Dept. of Public Works, Tasmania in association with architects: Johnston, Crawford & De Bavay.
Contract no. BH 3417. Drawing no. 7063/7. Scale: 1/2", 1 1/2" & 3" to 1'.

BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY UT 452/18

Sections: A.A; B.B; C.C; D.D; E.E.
Details @ F,G,H,J,K.
Dept. of Public Works, Tasmania in association with architects: Johnston, Crawford & De Bavay.
Contract no. BH 3417. Drawing no. 7063/8. Scale: 1/2" & 3" to 1'.

BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY UT 452/19

Ground and first floors.
Details of Staff room fittings, fire escape stair, north east wall of work room, fire hose cupboard & notice board, cupboard & shelves Librarian's office.
Dept. of Public Works, Tasmania in association with Johnston, Crawford & De Bavay.
Contract no. BH 3417. Drawing no. 7063/9. Scale: 1/2", 1 1/2" & 3" to 1'.

BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY UT 452/20

Sections: A.A; B.B; C.C; D.D; E.E.
Details F & G and plan of book issue and return counter also section of counter.
Dept. of Public Works, Tasmania in association with Johnston, Crawford & De Bavay.
Contract no. BH 3417. Drawing no. 7063/10. Scale: 1/2", 1 1/2" & 3" to 1'.

BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY UT 452/21

Door schedule: finishes schedule. Key to walls noted in schedule.
Dept. of Public Works, Tasmania in association with Johnston, Crawford & De Bavay.

ART/MUSIC LIBRARY 1981-1983 UT 452/22

Former TCAE, Mt. Nelson - TCAE floor plan, level 3.
Contract no. BH 2845. Drawing no. 1544/43? Scale: 8' = 1".